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Keeping up with times
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As many of you know, the standard jack up Perro Negro 5, under

contract with Saudi Aramco till 2024 has been scrapped and replaced

by the new high spec rig, Perro Negro 9.

In fact, at present there is a strong market preference for high spec

rigs and we are always committed to providing value added solutions to

our customers. Of course, many of us cannot forget a rig, which has

served our company for 40 years, and I would like to share my

memories, which I am sure are common to many colleagues I met.

There have been several testimonials written by Saipem employees

who worked on board Perro Negro 5, but there were too many and in a

fearness approach, we couldn’t exclude any, so we decided to publish

only “my“ memories.

A special thanks goes to Guido Grelloni, Fernando Migliorelli, Nazareno

Lupidi, Alvaro Rossi, Antonio Leone, Fabio Manfredini and many others!

By Paolo Croatto, Head of Offshore Drilling Operations

New Perro Negro 9
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It was back in 1987 when, only few months after being employed in

Saipem, I was told to join Perro Negro 5 on its way down to Angola. I

was 24 and I was even in trouble to picture exactly where Angola was,

but it didn’t matter; the message received by Pezzetta sounded like

an order on where to go and when to leave. Ah, by the way (Pezzetta

said): “as long as you going on board PN5, bring these three Saipem’s

bags with you”.

Each bag were filled up with mud pump’s seats & valves, for a total

weight that I had to get help all the way from the office, to home and

to airport.

With only few months experience I found myself on board Perro Negro

5 as Tool Pusher. New crews with a mix of international and local

people, with a very challenging well and a very demanding Customer.

Local personnel did not even want to wear the Safety Boots and no

way that anyone would speak English. These were the conditions for

my first experience as

Old Perro Negro 5

“Each memory we keep with care 

means future happiness to share”
Author Unknown
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Tool Pusher on board PN5. I would not say anything about the personal

feelings during this period, but I did manage to survive, it made me

stronger and I have to say that I learned a lot, personally and

professionally.

Now I am looking back to those times with a smile, but it was really a

rough start. Guido Grelloni was my Rig Supt and the only one I could

refer to understand how things should have been done. No procedures,

no ones to talk to and imagination was the only way to figure out how

things should be done. Later on Migliorelli (Nando) came as my Driller

and just let me say that I own a lot, both to Guido and Nando. I

wouldn’t have managed without their unconditional help.

The rig was a great “Drilling Machine” but (back at that time) it was

not designed to care about facilities for the crews and it was

definitely unfortunate spending spare time there. I remember the

common old “American style” toilets with half saloon type doors,

barely covering people during their physiological duties, or the mess

room on top of the Pumps’ room, where you had to hold on your dish

otherwise the vibrations from full running pumps would take your

meal away.

Again I always remember of my time spent on board Perro Negro 5

with full respect, a Great rig to work on, which gave me the

opportunity to temper my approach to “Drilling” in what I always tried

to maintain throughout my career.

For me, it was a Great Drilling School Rig.

Keeping up with times
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Scarabeo 5, the great lady that was born in Italy and grew up in Norway,

started the longest journey of her life after years in the North Sea. She

left Florò at the beginning of September 2019 to sail southward, through

the English Channel, passing in front of Gibraltar and arriving at the

Canary Islands, Las Palmas first leg of this long cruising. Just the time to

fill the tanks and out again in the bluesea, always sailing south, crossing

the Equator and arriving finally in Angola.

5700 miles, at 8 knots average speed, sometimes 11.The cold and rainy

weather with the waves that passing from moon pool and splashing against

the drill floor, were forgotten, in front only the sun and calm water of the

areas around the Equator. During the voyage were completed the

modification started in Norway and now she was ready for a new project,

a new challenge. On July 17, 2020 we celebrated the first year with no LTI

of this new contract and the first year of challenges well solved by the

great Lady and her crew.

My sincere compliments to everybody.

Congratulations to Scarabeo 5 for achieving 1 
year LTI free

EXTRAORDINARY IS 

OUR CHOICE
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By Riccardo Rittatore, Scarabeo 5 Rig Manager
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The World Health Organization declared the outbrake of COVID-19

as a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 30 of

January, and as pandemic on 11 March 2020.

COVID-19 caused or contributed to high mortality worldwide

involving all the continents and all the countries with various rate

of incidents.

It is understood that the potential impact of COVID-19 outbreak on

the rigs, bases and offices can be significant from individul health

as well as from business point of view. For the purpose of

emergencies Saipem MISR, in line with the approach defined

within the Division, developed a series of documents with the aim

of preventing Covid-19 spread and protecting Saipem employees.

In Egypt Saipem MISR is present with a Jack-up (Perro Negro 4)

working for Egyptian company, and with Port Said Base and Abu

Rudies base.

COVID-19 Work Instruction have been developed for the rig, the

offices and the bases. The documents clearly identify roles,

responsibilities and guidelines on how to deal in terms of

prevention, mitigation and actions to be taken, if a positive

COVID-19 case is recognized.

Saipem MISR during the COVID-19 Time
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By Luigi Maggi, HSE Manager

To continue in the next page
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Before embarking on Perro Negro 4, each worker undergoes a

mandatory PCR test to check for positivity to the virus.

At the office entrance, as well as for Port Said and Abu Rudeis bases,

body temperature check and use of dedicated PPE as mask and

gloves are mandatory.

Dedicated COVID-19 drills are performed on rig, office and bases.

Smart Working schedule for office personnel and longer shift

rotations for the personnel working on the jack up are applied .

Quarantine programs in verified and controlled facilities are used for

staff arriving from other countries, or in cases whereby

asymptomatic positivity is identified. In case quarantine is required,

the workers are monitored and supported by Saipem MISR Health

department throughout the isolation period.

Hospital structures have been identified for any cases of non-

asymptomatic positivity which request a dedicated hospital care. In

this particular case the Health Department will be strictly in contact

with Hospital Managers.

Saipem MISR during the COVID-19 Time

By Luigi Maggi, HSE Manager

WI-MISR-HSE-ECR-001-E
Medical Evacuation And Management Of Suspected Case Of COVID-19
PN4-PLN-HSE-001-E
Perro Negro 4 Medical Evacuation And Management Of A Suspected
Case Of COVID-19
FORM-DF-SCTDOF-HSE-ECR-001-E
Perro Negro 4 Emergency Flowchart Suspected Case Of COVID-19
FORM-MISR-HSE-ECR-001-E
COVID-19 Compliance Checklist
FORM-MISR-HSE-ECR-002-E
Port Said COVID-19 Compliance Checklist
FORM-MISR-HSE-ECR-003-E
Abu Rudies COVID-19 Compliannce Checklist

To continue in the next page
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Saipem MISR during the COVID-19 Time
By Luigi Maggi, HSE Manager

We are going through a situation that had never occurred before but a

high sense of respect for the rules, as well as a total dedication to

control all potentially dangerous situations, characterized all our

colleagues.

This attitude has given and is giving us the opportunity of working in a

new way, whilst managing the adverse external conditions but still

bringing the activities ahead, doing the best of our ability.
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In Saipem we appreciate very much the efforts that everyone put in
making your rig to be the WINNER of the RotQ initiative.

I’m pleased to announce that, according to our present Score Card
procedure, the rig of Q2_2020 is SEA LION 7.

These results reflect the high commitment both in operational
activities and rig maintenance. To the rig crew, these result are very
important and measure also the ability of the rig crew and
managements to interface together and overcome difficulties.

Saipem’s recognition goes to everyone involved in Rig operations
including the onshore teams: such targets can be only achieved
thanks to the strong collaboration of all the teams.

For the ROTQ_Q2 results a small Saipem’s rewarding prize for the
winning crew will be sent as soon as possible.

Congratulations for the result being achieved.

So WELL DONE guys and keep focused!

Please pass the message to the whole crew.

Rig Of The Quarter _ Winner Q2 Congratulations
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Paolo Croatto 

Head of Offshore Drilling Operations
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SCORE CARD INITIATIVE

The management of Saipem Drilling Offshore wishes to
congratulate everybody involved in SEA LION 7 operations on
achieving

“Rig of the Quarter” for Q2 of 2020

The results reflect your commitment to Saipem mission, the

level of participation in our behaviour programme resulting in a

well managed quarter combined with excellent operational

performance in a challenging scenario.

Fabio Rondini
Head of Offshore Drilling Management Paolo  Croatto

Head of Offshore Drilling Operations 

Marco Toninelli
Offshore Drilling Division Director

SEA LION 7

RIG OF THE QUARTER AWARD… goes to
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Observed during mixing chemical super sack bag person placed the
hand under the bag. Performed five-star intervention and explained
the hazard, person agreed to be careful in future.

BEST  SHOC on  HANDS SAFETY
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Congratulations to

Marco Toninelli

DRO\F COO

Chiara Bernardelli

DROF HSE Manager

Venkatesan R. , from Sea Lion7
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Observation: During the tripping in hole when drilling crew used the
safety clamp for drill pipe observed the one floorman was keeping the
hand under the clamp between the clamp and rotary slips possible to
pinch in between. Action: Stopped him and asked to remove the fingers
and do not put the hands where can not see it.

BEST  SHOC on  HANDS SAFETY
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Congratulations to

Marco Toninelli

DRO\F COO

Chiara Bernardelli

DROF HSE Manager

Loveday, from Perro Negro 5



LIFE @ 
SAIPEM RIG
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Mauritius/Eni Mozambique

We continue a maintenance to be ready and efficient in the future

post Covid restart.

Thanks to the people who have been on board for a long time.

They laboriously continue to work with energy and respectful of

safety regulations.

SAIPEM 12000
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Replacement of rig floor anti slippery

Replacement of riser catwalk trolley drive unit

Water blasting and painting of tensioner deck/solarium

port side



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

Palermo (Italy)

«Keeping Rig nice and efficient»

During this difficult and unusual period for our crew we are doing our

best to keep the Saipem10000 ready for further action.

The crew are focus on maintenance and preservation with high level

of safety standard and environmental culture.

SAIPEM10000
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S10000 in Fincantieri Shipyard view from the Derrick

Drilling team waste segregation.

Chipping /paint job in Shale Shaker room.

Mechanical team perform finger maintenance.
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Las Palmas Shipyard

Ramguide reinstallation and commissioning; maintenance and

preservation.

Once again, Ramguide back and commissioned.

Maintenance and make up ongoing, hoping to be back in operation

soon.

View from bridge not so cheering.

SCARABEO 9

Various moment during the ship yard time
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Ølen, Rain Capital of Norway

We’re not alongside out of choice; we’d much rather be out on the

ocean, drilling. But let’s stay positive!

Try to be a rainbow in someone’s cloud

A single sunbeam is enough to drive away many shadows

Believe you can and you’re halfway there.

SCARABEO 8
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1. Antonio & expertly baked Frolla

2. Riccardo reducing the feeding cost

3. Monica receiving lifeboat training
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Angola/Eni Angola

Good and effettive commitment with Safety.

Good and effective effort for all involved on agogo project, struggling

every single day to maintain safety as priority. Reinforced with

commitment from top management, safety campaign like keep your

hand safe and others, now we are so happy to achieved one year LTI

free. Congratulation to all involved.

Teams: Discussed and improvement on safety issues

Positive attitude towards to reduce accident on the worksite.

SCARABEO 5
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Scarabeo 5 Family, celebrating one year LTI free
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UAE / ADNOC Offshore

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…passion and mission to

tackle a challenging tasks in tough environment determine to

achieve individual's objective.

During the month:

• Keep Your Hands Safe Campaign

• Life Saving Rules 2020

Danger never takes a vacation thus Safety never takes a holiday…

PERRO NEGRO 8
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Catering staff during morning Toolbox talk before 

commencing their duties

Crew during Pretour meeting prior to start their shift

A break pose of our Drilling crew

Drilling cabins with the Tour Pusher, Driller and Asst. Driller
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Saudi Arabia
Meetings are an essential part of our job.

Different meetings, different targets, some for planning daily 

activities safely and effectively, others to increase our safety 

awareness and to learn with our or others mistakes, to share 

information with all crew, to discuss…

Many meetings and one common point:

WE ARE EXTRAODINARY TOGETHER

PERRO NEGRO 7
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1. Weekly Safety Meeting

2. Pre Tour Meeting

3. Daily Coordination Meeting

4. Daily Meeting with Client and Contractors
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Mexico

Stand-by in operation, but no stand-by on board.

Supplying Mizton WHP with all goods required for production.

Crane Operator in his natural environment.

Anti-obesity + weight control campaign up and running.

Pioneer
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Crane Op. Fernando. Working Happily.

Roustabout working safely on lifting operation.

Healthy food. The eatwell plate.

Daily vital signs check by our doctor Yadira
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Saudi Arabia/ARAMCO

SEA LION 7 team continuous focus and commitment, despite the

daily adversities from the nature of our job into opportunities and

managing them with HSE efficiency and high performance it’s a

great achievement of from the team on board.

SEA LION 7
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Rig  Main Deck photo from the Derrick

Crew checking equipment's at the rig floor

Crew cleaning at the Main Deck

Weekly Safety Meeting
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Egypt

Happy family – good team work with various service company
personnel on the rig during Class surveys and additional non
routine activities.

PERRO NEGRO 4
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Demonstrating and explaining principe of crane’s 

emergency lowering device 

Getting ready for crane inspection

Checking bracings by third company

Short coffee break
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Pointe Noire Boscongo Jetty

New day new Challenge, to work with passion and keep moving always
forward never backward. 

From TAD
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Morning Meeting ready for start a day, 

Housekeeping and cleaning, 

Final touch by Picasso.
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Share your ideas at DROF Internal Communication

mailto:SAXM0625@saipem.com?subject=[Offshore%20Drilling%20Newsletter%20N.8/2020%5d-Flash%20news%202020



